A peer has to establishes the identity within a A peer has to establishes the identity within a peer group to join a group. peer group to join a group. Peer groups will have Membership policies. Peer groups will have Membership policies.
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Contd

Contd … …
The membership policy establishes a The membership policy establishes a temporary identity for the peer. temporary identity for the peer.
Once the peer Once the peer ' ' s identity is proved, the s identity is proved, the policy provides the peer with credentials. policy provides the peer with credentials.
Contd Contd … … . .
Two steps involved in establishing identity to a Two steps involved in establishing identity to a peer in a peer group: peer in a peer group:
1) applying for membership: 1) applying for membership:
The peer provides the membership service an initial credential to establish the identity of this peer. The membership service returns the authenticator object.
The peer group instance is assumed to know how to interact with the authenticator object Contd Contd … … 2) 2) Joining a peer group Joining a peer group
After successful authentication, the membership After successful authentication, the membership service gives a credential to the peer and allowing that to service gives a credential to the peer and allowing that to join the peer. join the peer. One sided authentication One sided authentication
The peer invokes membershipService The peer invokes membershipService ' ' s s apply method apply method peer group obtains certificate from LDAP. peer group obtains certificate from LDAP. The peer signs the data with its private key The peer signs the data with its private key and returns back the data invoking the and returns back the data invoking the join method. join method. peer group authenticate the peer using peer group authenticate the peer using the data and its public key. the data and its public key.
Two sided authentication Two sided authentication
The peer generates the stochastic data The peer generates the stochastic data signed by the peer groups private key. signed by the peer groups private key. The authentication of the peer group is The authentication of the peer group is made using peer group public key. made using peer group public key. It is an independent application which It is an independent application which performs a group authentication. performs a group authentication.
Architecture of Trusted
The activity of the Sign Server The activity of the Sign Server
One side authentication Sequence One side authentication Sequence --The group uses the CertMembershipService The group uses the CertMembershipService class to perform authentication services. class to perform authentication services. --The peer invokes the join method in this class.
The peer invokes the join method in this class. --The apply method sends back to the peer, an
The apply method sends back to the peer, an CertAuthenticator object CertAuthenticator object --The peer invokes isReadyForJoin method by The peer invokes isReadyForJoin method by giving its certificate and data signed with private giving its certificate and data signed with private key. key. --The group verifies the peer The group verifies the peer ' ' s identity. s identity.
Two sided authentication sequence Two sided authentication sequence ----While calling the CertAuthenticator object, While calling the CertAuthenticator object, setAuthGroupVerificationString method setAuthGroupVerificationString method should be used to set the information to be should be used to set the information to be signed by a group signed by a group ----At the end, verifying group must be added At the end, verifying group must be added using the Sign Server connection. using the Sign Server connection.
Contd
Contd … …
In OPPNETS In OPPNETS Trusted group membership service can be Trusted group membership service can be implemented in OPPNETS. implemented in OPPNETS. When a new helper node wants to join a When a new helper node wants to join a group, authentication is done from both group, authentication is done from both one side and two side. one side and two side. After successful authentication, the helper After successful authentication, the helper node is given a certificate and allowed to node is given a certificate and allowed to join the oppnet group. join the oppnet group.
Conclusion Conclusion
This trusted membership service is fully This trusted membership service is fully complaint to JXTA. complaint to JXTA. The problem of private key secure The problem of private key secure protection which is a problem for peers protection which is a problem for peers and peer groups is addressed by encoding and peer groups is addressed by encoding the keys and a proxy object for group. the keys and a proxy object for group.
